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NFL Draft 2016 Scouting Report: WR Will Fuller, 

Notre Dame 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are less typically physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

I hate to be so simple as to compare a college prospect to an existing NFL player, and for that 

comparison to be one that is agreed upon universally…so much so it’s like an echo chamber. Almost 

everyone on the planet is comparing Will Fuller to Ted Ginn, and I have to say that comparison is 

probably right on the money. 

Sure, you can try to say that Fuller’s more of a DeSean Jackson, and I think there’s some of that 

there…but that’s really just another version of Ted Ginn. 

My fear on Fuller, after doing more tape and data research, is that he’s more like Ginn than he is like 

DeSean, but maybe not even as good as Ted Ginn. We also have to recognize that comparing someone 

to Ted Ginn two or more years ago would’ve been a complete and utter insult. However, after the 2015 

season, Ginn’s best season—now it’s a mild compliment. In Fuller’s case/scouting it’s meant to be more 

compliment, but it makes me think of the real negatives in this comparison—and one huge difference 

between Ginn and Fuller. 

For all anyone wants to say about Ted Ginn, pro or con, he was always a very good kick and punt 

returner…a dangerous weapon in the return game. Eventually, Ginn figured out how to harness his 

speed in the passing game. Actually, 100% credit to Carolina, who has been the only team to figure out 

how to use him in the passing game (2013 and 2015). Will Fuller, by comparison, does not return kicks 

or punts. Fuller is the wide receiver only version of Ted Ginn—and that’s a version of Ginn that most 

people would’ve hated and mocked before 2015. 

Will Fuller, like Ted Ginn, has one extreme weapon…and it’s a weapon he can make a living on, 

potentially. Fuller is fast…a 4.32 40-time runner. That’s high-end. He used this gift at Notre Dame, 

scoring a radical amount of long touchdowns. To a degree, that’s the issue I have with Will Fuller, as 

crazy as it sounds…the long touchdowns. To me, it’s all Fuller has. There’s not much of anything else. 

He’s a one-trick pony, who is moving to a level of football where there are a lot of fast ponies like 

him…many of them covering him. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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I went back and watched a cut-up of every one of Fuller’s 14 TD catches last season. It struck me prior, 

as I watched his full game tape, that I was basically watching Fuller hit one homerun ball/score a long 

touchdown, but then not do much of anything else all game, per se. So I went back and tracked his TDs, 

just to see if that was the case—and it was. 12 of his 14 TDs were longer bombs, like 30–50+ yard scores. 

Most every one of his TDs are identical—Fuller beats his defender by 2–5 steps sprinting deep, and 

catches a beautifully thrown long ball—and just goes off to the races completing his touchdown score. 

I was wondering if there were any ‘real’ events among his TD catches where Fuller was working in traffic 

to make tough catches, or catching bubble screens and just weaving through a mass of humanity to take 

one to the house. I say ‘real events’ because I assume Fuller is not going to score 14 TDs a year in the 

NFL on deep bomb TDs…it’s improbable at the next level. I watched every one of Fuller’s 14 TDs in 2015, 

and I don’t see anything impressive besides ‘faster than most college kids once a game’. His college tape 

is ‘one-trick pony-land’. It’s ‘go deep’, separate, catch pass, and finish heading to the end zone. It’s not a 

crime that he does this—I wish I could do it—but it’s all Fuller really has to offer the NFL. You are not 

getting a well-rounded, full-route-tree WR prospect. You’re getting a homerun-or-strikeout 

hitter…like Ted Ginn. 

The critical aspect of the Ginn comparison is that, much like Ted Ginn, Will Fuller has trouble holding on 

to passes. He does have some ‘drops’ issues plain as day in college…mostly those drops happen when 

he’s around other people/working intermediate routes—and a very tiny hand size is not going to help 

(8.25” at the NFL Combine). His highlight tape will show him sprinting past everyone and never dealing 

with coverage congestion or human contact. You’re not likely to see this issue on his tape, unless you 

watch every throw from a chunk of his games. Even then, it’s not as pronounced because Notre Dame 

barely involves him in the passing game other than sending him deep…again, one-trick pony. Whatever 

value an NFL team places on having a young Ted Ginn today, one who doesn’t have experience in the 

return game, that’s the proper evaluation for Will Fuller…at best. What is a non–return-game Ted 

Ginn really worth? For years in the NFL, Ted Ginn was a total joke to people. I’m not sure Fuller will be a 

complete joke, but I think he’s set up for disappointment because he’s not well rounded enough to live 

up to the expectations of where he’s going to be drafted. Because he went to Notre Dame, he’ll get a 

push…a push that a John Brown or J.J. Nelson did not get. 

An NFL team is going to pay a hefty price for a one-dimensional wide receiver who doesn’t have any 

history in the return game but costs them more because he went to Notre Dame and Mike Mayock & 

friends promoted Fuller, in all his Notre Dame–ness, during the NFL Combine. 

I’m not saying Will Fuller doesn’t belong in the NFL. He does have a role. I just don’t think he’s as 

exciting a prospect as he’s being made out to be. We should be talking much more about the flaws—the 

small hands, the drops, the decent but not awesome agility. He’s a sprint-deep-for-a-homerun ball kinda 

guy…how much is an NFL team willing to pay for that? 

Ask the Jets if they’d like to rethink the hype-push regarding the Devin Smith pick from last year 

(remember, when you thought he was the greatest, not me, but you)? I’d say Devin Smith is a superior 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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NFL prospect to Will Fuller. Both Fuller and Smith have roles, value in the NFL…just not equal to 

cost/push they are getting in pre-draft analysis. 

  

Will Fuller, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

In 2015, Will Fuller had seven 100+ yard games. I went back through those seven games and re-did the 

math if I took out the long TD he had in each game…my theory was that outside of the one lightning 

strike, long TD…there wasn’t much happening. Here is a comparison of his game totals, and then what 

happens when you take out his 40+ yard TD catches in each of these games: 

5.7 catches for 132.7 yards and 1.57 TDs per game = Fuller’s seven 100+ yard games in 2015 

4.6 catches for 62.0 yards and 0.42 TDs = Fuller’s seven 100+ yard games minus his 40+ yard TDs. 

  

Now, you’re probably thinking that is the dumbest, most foolhardy waste-of-time math ever to be done. 

Of course, if you take out all a player’s best plays it won’t look good. My point is—without the long TDs, 

one in every 100+ yard game of his, Fuller’s best games are pretty flimsy otherwise. When he wasn’t 

having 100+ yard games in 2015, he was usually pretty quiet in games…no long lightning-strike TDs, with 

just a few catches for 30–70 yards usually. 

All you are getting here with Fuller is ‘long TD guy’. Almost no short ‘catch and run’ long TDs. Sprint deep 

and track the pass you’re open by 2–5 yards on--is that going to happen non-stop for him in the NFL? Is 

he going to consistently beat defenders by 2–5 yards on deep sprints? I say he is not. I would then also 

advance the theory, if you try to add dimensions to his game—if you try to use him in bubble screens, 

etc. he is not as gifted there—he hasn’t shown the heart/talent/penchant for it—and his hands are small 

and unreliable, so he’s at a disadvantage. 

You’re buying one gift here—you better hope it works in the NFL. It’s like a minor league baseball player 

who leads the league in homeruns, but is batting .195 and leads the league in striking out as well. At a 

certain point, you stop marveling at the homerun bombs, and see that he’s killing your offense 

otherwise. That may be Will Fuller for the NFL. It has been Ted Ginn for his NFL career…except he would 

return kicks for you. 

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Will Fuller Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

It’s simple, but it’s true—Will Filler is Ted Ginn…without the return game. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

6.518 2016 Anderson Robby Temple 6 2.7 187 -3.74 5.61 10.99 

5.932 2014 Richardson Paul Colorado 6 0.3 175 2.93 9.17 10.08 

5.975 2010 Brown Antonio C. Michigan 5 10.1 186 5.75 6.93 9.71 

5.16 2015 Diggs Stefon Maryland 6 0 195 7.5 7.12 8.36 

3.656 2010 Williams Kyle Arizona State 5 10 188 5.49 9.65 8.87 

1.926 2013 Bonner Alan Jacksonv St 5 10.2 193 7.4 4.91 8.38 

0.967 2012 Brazill LaVon Ohio 5 10.6 192 6.53 5.42 8.97 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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2016 NFL Draft Outlook: 

After the semi-shameless promotion of Fuller at the NFL Combine, because he ran in the 4.3’s (and, 

more importantly, went to Notre Dame), he’s starting to see late first-round mock draft projections. 

He’s a second-round projection on most websites I see. As much as I want to rail against it, the masses 

are almost always right in influencing these things—so he likely goes second round.  

If I were an NFL GM, I have almost no interest in Will Fuller. Again, what do I want with a Ted Ginn 2.0 

who has no kick or punt return desire/experience? Even if he did return punts and kicks…I’m not paying 

a second-round price for that…nor a third, fourth, fifth, or sixth either. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Fuller will join an NFL team with a ton of fanfare, and quickly start to disappoint. He may catch a bomb 

or two in disorganized preseason games, but he won’t dance all over the NFL. He’ll be exciting/hopeful 

for fans/his team for the first 1–2 seasons…and then regret will set in. He’ll kick around the league 

because he has speed, and is that homerun threat, but in the end he’s a marginal impact player when 

we look back 5+ years from now. 
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